We Wish You A Merry Christmas#1:
We wish Jerry Brown would listen
We wish Jerry Brown would listen
We wish Jerry Brown would listen
But he just won't hear X2

If you care about the planet
Then do something for our sanity
Vote no on the delta tunnels
And take a firm stand
They're clear cutting trees for profit
And what have to done to stop it
So far you've done nothing
To show that you care

*CHORUS:
We wish Jerry Brown would listen
We wish Jerry Brown would listen
We wish Jerry Brown would listen
But he just won't hear X2

Bad tidings we bring
To you and your kin
Bad tidings that climate change disaster is real

Allowing the corporations
And oil to buy your statements
Is not how to be a leader
You're just selling out

*CHORUS:
We wish Jerry Brown would listen
We wish Jerry Brown would listen
We wish Jerry Brown would listen
But he just won't hear X2